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Big Cat Rescue's Husband pays to pet a tiger cub

By 911animalabuse.org

Dated: Nov 06, 2010

Founder of Big Cat Rescue Carole Baskin's Husband does the unthinkable and pays to pet a baby tiger at a
public event.

Tampa FL- Found and CEO of Big Cat Rescue Carole Lewis Baskin fights, bashes and complains everyday
of her life about people paying to either pet or play with a baby tiger cub. What she didn’t know is her
husband of eight years has been going behind her back and paying to pet tiger cubs at public events. For a
$10.00 fee Howard Baskin paid and got his photo taken with a baby tiger at a public event in Florida just
last week.  Caught on live video Mr. Baskin was smiling and enjoying himself as if he was never involved
with such and evil woman. “Maybe this is how he gets his kicks since he cant get them at home,” says the
director of the show. “Everyone needs a break and a release from such a short chain”, she also added.
 
 Carole Baskin founder of Big Cat Rescue still has a missing husband, named Jack Donald Lewis, the
reward is now up to $15,000.00 for the information leading to where his body can be found or information
leading to the arrest and indictment of who killed Mr. Lewis.
 
 Joe Schreibvogel states, “Carole has gotten away with this far to long and I would sell everything I have to
add to the reward if it would bring someone forward so Mr. Lewis could be laid to rest and the truth come
out whether or not Carole really killed him and hid  his body.” 
 Mrs. Baskin has been telling lies and bashing other zoos, sanctuaries, private breeders daily to turn the heat
a direction other than her own. Paying $94,000.00 for the animals to fill her sanctuary she has the public
buffaloed believing that she rescued them all. Everything from setting up fake rescues with Hanna’s filming
using mentally handicap people as her audience to get TV time has been uncovered in a two year
investigation into Carole and her dark secrets. All of the evidence and original proof can be viewed at
www.911animalabuse.org
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